MODEL NO. 12.2809
Luminator Dash Light

GENERAL INFORMATION

The Luminator Dash Light has 10 flash patterns. To change flash pattern, press the momentary switch (Located on the lighter plug adaptor). Each time the momentary switch is pressed, the flash pattern will change. The flash patterns are:

1. Random
2. Wig-wag 1
3. Wig-wag 2
4. Wig-wag 3
5. Ultra Flash
6. Double Alternate
7. Quad Alternate
8. Double - on - Alt
9. Quad - on - Alt
10. Phased

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Remove center mounting screws from end caps and slide Luminator light into the windshield mount. Line up holes in center of end cap & mounting holes in Windshield Mount. Place screws through the mounting holes of Windshield mount, into center of end cap, tighten screws. Peel the protective paper off the double sided tape and slide against windshield. Keep in mind airbag deployment area and any other obstacles. Connect to lighter or accessory outlet.
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